COHORT
Nuts & Bolts of Sustainable Programming

Sometimes big problems mean going back to basics. Knowing what questions to ask and having tools to scale the right size of your program can build a strong program foundation. We hope you’ll join us in this space of community learning for a 3-part training series. You’ll be provided with helpful tools to add to your program’s toolbelt as we navigate the nuts & bolts of sustainable programming together.

November 17th, December 1st, December 15th
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm CST

BAGELS & BEST PRACTICE
Recruitment Revisited

Is your program feeling recruitment fatigue? Are you wondering how to recruit more mentors and mentees? If the answer is yes, please join MENTOR MN as we highlight important recruitment strategies and a new opportunity to increase recruitment outcomes.

December 13th | 8:30 am – 9:30 am CST